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Abstract

Volume visualization is an essential part of many
computer�assisted medical applications� While general�
purpose commercial visualization software can provide
common functions for visualizing three�dimensional
��D� medical data� there are many occasions where spe�
ci�c requirements cannot be ful�lled by such software�
In orthopaedic surgery involving screw insertion� sur�
geons must consider not only the surface topology but
also the bone mineral density �BMD� distribution to en�
sure a high success rate of the operation� In this paper
we present a new system� called VISBONE� for visual�
izing the �D BMD distribution within a bone� Design
issues and speci�c considerations required by this ap�
plication are discussed�

� Introduction

During an implant operation� screws are inserted into
bones to maintain skeletal structures� The success of
this surgery depends highly on whether the screw is
inserted to an appropriate region whose densities are
su�cient to �secure	 the screw� A misplaced screw
will lead to early loosening and breakdown of the struc�
ture� as well as other neurological complications 
��� In
common practice� surgeons insert the screws based on
anatomic landmarks� nerve positions and also the BMD
distribution within the bone� Since all these properties
vary among di�erent individuals� surgeons must exam�
ine the �D CT sectional images of a patient carefully
before an operation to determine screw insertion posi�
tions� The failure rate of screw insertion without com�
puter assistance varies between ����� and ����� 
���
With knowledge on how the BMD are distributed over
the bone volume� screws can be inserted more safely
and accurately�

Three�dimensional ��D� visualization has become
the core part of many systems for surgical planning
and medical education� Two�dimensional ��D� im�
ages acquired by di�erent imaging techniques� such as
Magnetic Resonance �MR� or Computed Tomography
�CT�� are the rich sources for composing �D medical
data� Although specialists� such as radiologists� are
trained to interpret �D information from a series of �D
CT or MR images� surgeons who perform operations
often �nd it di�cult to relate cross�sectional slices to
actual �D organs� because �D slices do not provide an
intuitive understanding of the presented structures as
readily as direct �D volume visualization 
���
Currently available commercial medical software pro�

vides certain degree of �D visualization by displaying
a �D iso�surface model extracted from �D medical im�
ages� One limitation of the iso�surface visualization is
that it can only show surface details but not the inter�
nal structures of an object�
The visualization component of current experimental

systems for computer�assisted screw insertion is mainly
concerned with the length and location measurement
of screw 
��� However� in many cases of osteoporosis�
bone density is also an important factor to consider for
screw insertion� This entails the capability to visualize
clearly the �D BMD distribution in a bone�
This paper is based on a joint project between the

Computer Graphics Group and the Department of Or�
thopaedic Surgery at The University of Hong Kong�
Our primary goal is to build a customized visualization
system� VISBONE� to be used in surgical planning for
screw insertion� The main functions provided by the
system include�

� support interactive bone display�

� show the BMD distribution� not only on the bone
surface but also across the entire volume�

�



� indicate screw insertion path feasibility�

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows�
In section � we shall give a brief overview of volume
visualization� The implementation of VISBONE will
be described in section �� We shall then discuss de�
sign issues and some interesting �ndings in section ��
Finally� the paper will be concluded in section � with
some possible future developments�

� Background

Volume visualization is the display of a �D projected
image of a �D volume from a given viewpoint� In the
seminal paper on volume rendering 
��� Levoy derived
the well�known compositing functions which accumu�
late the color and opacity of each voxel to form a �D
image� To determine the intensity of a pixel� a ray is
cast from the viewpoint through the pixel into the vol�
ume� The intensities and the opacities of the sample
points along the ray are accumulated to obtain the ��
nal intensity of the pixel� When a sample point does
not coincide with a voxel� interpolation technique� such
as the tri�linear interpolation� is applied to the voxels
surrounding the sample point to obtain an estimation
of the intensity and opacity of the sample point�

Volume graphics is attracting increasing attentions
from the researchers over the last decade� While some
conventional surface�based algorithms are adapted to
work on volume data� new algorithms which address
intrinsic requirements of volume graphics have been
developed� The problems of slow rendering and huge
data sets can now be overcome by the availability of in�
creasing memory capacity and the graphics chipsets 
�
which are designed speci�cally for volume graphics�
These together have made possible the migration of
the computation�intensive components in the volume
rendering pipeline down to the hardware level�

The ray�casting approach requires intensive compu�
tation for rendering a volume� The view dependent na�
ture implies that each time the viewpoint is changed�
the computation will have to be carried out again� In�
teractive rendering is therefore di�cult to achieve� Var�
ious methods have been proposed to reduce the render�
ing time� In 
�� Laur and Hanrahan describe a pro�
gressive re�nement algorithm which is based on hier�
archical splatting� Gouraud�shaded polygons are used
to approximate the splats� Since graphics workstations
are optimized to draw these polygons� the rendering
time is improved�

Rendering a subvolume instead of the entire volume
will also speed up the frame rate� In 
�� Shin et� al� sug�
gest that only a thin slab within the volume is drawn�

In this way� not only the rendering can be made faster�
occluding organs and structures can also be removed�

Accelerated volume rendering algorithms using �D
texture mapping hardware are proposed in 
�� �� �� A
volume is treated as a �D texture image which is loaded
into texture memory� Planes are then drawn orthogonal
to the view direction� The �D texture is mapped to the
planes by supplying appropriate texture coordinates for
the vertices of the polygons� Direct volume rendering
is done by blending the planes back�to�front into the
frame bu�er using a speci�cally chosen alpha blending
function�

Besides hardware enhancement� graphics library may
also provide e�ective operations for volume data� Re�
cently� Westermann and Ertl 
� propose several e��
cient techniques to edit volume data with OpenGL and
its extensions�

� System Overview

VISBONE is a �D visualization system developed at
The University of Hong Kong for orthopaedic surgical
planning of screw insertion� It uses direct volume ren�
dering accelerated by �D hardware texture mapping to
achieve interactive frame rates� In this section� we will
describe the steps in preparing the CT data sets and
also the features of the current system�

��� Data Set Preprocessing

Radiologists use a window to de�ne a range of the
scanned pixel values� called CT values� to highlight
the tissue of interest contained in CT images �Fig� ���
Within the window range� density values will be as�
signed more intensity levels so that minute density vari�
ations can be magni�ed and be shown clearly� A bone
window is de�ned accordingly to highlight the bone
structure as shown in Figure ��c�� The series of CT
slices are then piled together to form a volume which
is loaded as a �D texture�

��� Main Features

VISBONE runs on an SGI Onyx� workstation equipped
with an In�nity Reality� graphics board� MIPS R�����
CPU� ��� Mbytes of main memory and �� Mbytes of
hardware texture memory� Accelerated volume ren�
dering with �D hardware texture mapping is used to
achieve interactive bone display� Apart from this� sev�
eral features are supported by the system which are
mainly for �D visualization of the BMD� These features
are described in the following subsections�



Figure �� Preprocessing� �a� The histogram� intensity
levels will only be assigned to density range within the
window range centered at the window level� �b� The
e�ect with soft tissue window� �c� The e�ect with bone
window� The slice shown is from the Visible Human
CT data set�

����� Clipping

Clipping is provided as a basic feature in many vi�
sualization toolkits 
��� The main function of clip�
ping in our application is removing part of the bone
to reveal the BMD distribution over the cutting plane
�Fig� ��b��� Although other geometries� such as cones
and spheres� can be treated as clipping primitives as de�
scribed in 
�� planes are used in all clipping modes� The
reason is that surgeons are most con�dent when dealing
with cross�sections and interpreting density changes on
a planar surface�

A new clipping modes has been incorporated into
VISBONE� Parallel slices within the volume are drawn
as shown in Fig� ��c�� The slices are separated by a cer�
tain adjustable distance� The orientation of the slices
can easily be changed by handling a normal vector to
the parallel slices� Di�erent regions can be visualized
when the slices slide along the plane normal� The rest

Figure �� �a� The spine� �b� Clipping planes in arbi�
trary orientations� �c� Parallel slices�

of the volume can be made highly transparent to pro�
vide a �D spatial relationship between the series of �D
slices� With this setting� surgeons no longer need to
rely on mental visualization to stack up the �D CT
images for a �D picture�

����� Partitioning

Partitioning is used to visualize the BMD distribution
in di�erent bands� The entire range of density values of
the CT data is divided into several sub�ranges� Voxels
with their densities falling into di�erent sub�ranges are
partitioned into di�erent bands or groups� i�e� voxels
within the same group have their densities in the same
sub�range� Each group of voxels can be turned on or o�
so that they are visible or invisible �Fig� ��� This visu�
alization mode can show how a particular band of BMD
is distributed inside the volume� Also� since most of the
voxels can be excluded by choosing only a band to be
viewed� serious occlusion among the voxels is reduced�
Initially� boundaries resulting from partitioning were

expected to look as regular as mechanical parts� as by
the surgeons we consulted about this feature� This
turned out not to be the case because there are low
density voxels scattered all over the volume� Therefore
there is no obvious boundary between di�erent bands of
BMD� The reason for such discrepancy is that in their
understanding surgeons have in mind a rough boundary
between the bands without considering the existence of
tiny pores� which are shown as low density voxels in the
visualization� See Fig� ��a��

����� Color Coding

Color plays an important role in the human visual
system� Voxels are assigned colors according to their



Figure �� Partitions� The density range is divided into
� partitions� �a���e� show these bands from low density
region to high density region�

BMD� Di�erent coding schemes have di�erent visual
e�ects� The selection of a color coding scheme de�
pends highly on the application� In VISBONE� several
coloring schemes are available for the users to choose
from� Various visual e�ects can be achieved by combin�
ing color coding with di�erent opacity settings for the
voxels� For instance� an X�ray like visualization can be
obtained by using grey�scaled encoding with all voxels
having a very low opacity�

����� Animation

A feature has been implemented to provide animation
e�ects� This feature can show the evolution of the
volume from low density voxels to high density vox�
els� Two modes are supported� accumulative and non�
accumulative� In the accumulative mode� subsequent
voxels with increasing density values are added to the
scene until the whole volume is visualized� In the non�
accumulative mode� only voxels of a particular band
are shown at any instance�

Animation is a useful visualization technique in situ�
ations involving dynamic data transitions� such as �ow
visualization� Although VISBONE deals only with a
static �D scalar �eld� animation is still applicable� as
transitions between frames can be interpreted as the

change of focus from one density range to another� This
animation feature proves to give the user a better un�
derstanding of BMD variations within the volume than
still images�

����� Transfer Functions Editing

VISBONE provides means to edit the opacity or in�
tensity transfer functions interactively� The transfer
functions are de�ned as piecewise functions instead of
continuous ones �Fig� ��� This o�ers the user more
�exibility to adjust attributes� such as intensity and
opacity� in di�erent density ranges� For each density
range� the transfer function can be linear or constant�
For instance� the opacity transfer function can be made
directly proportional to the density values for the low
density range� However� it can also be inversely propor�
tional to the density values for the high density range�
The result of the editing will be visualized immedi�
ately� Combining the piecewise transfer functions and
the ability to freely divide the density range� various
visual e�ects can be achieved� We shall discuss in sec�
tion ��� how the transfer function editing feature can
be applied to screw positioning in orthopaedic surgical
planning�

Figure �� Piecewise transfer function� The function is
de�ned independently in each density range�

With special treatment on the data volume� the
transfer functions may be de�ned according to the lo�
cations rather than the density values of the voxels� An
example of this is surface identi�cation� which will be
discussed in section ����

����� Measurements

Besides visualizing the BMD of the bone volume� quan�
titative measurements are also important for planning
screw insertion� For instance� a slab is cut from the
volume by two parallel planes and the thickness of this



section needs to be determined �Fig� ��a��� Also� when
selecting a screw of appropriate length� the distance
between two locations within the bone volume needs
to be found �Fig� ��b��� However� specifying a certain
location in the volume is not a trivial task since exact
�D pin�pointing is di�cult� In VISBONE two points
can be picked on an appropriately positioned cutting
plane� The plane is one that passes through the two
points whose distance is to be measured�

Figure �� Measurements� �a� Thickness of a slice� �b�
Distance between two points on a clipping plane�

����� Feasible Insertion Path

One of surgeons� main conern is whether a screw will be
inserted into bone regions with su�cient bone mineral
densities� Once the user has speci�ed a screw insertion
point on the bone surface� VISBONE will generate a
map indicating the feasibility of inserting the screw into
the volume from the entry point in all directions� The
minimum BMD that will be encountered along each
direction is shown� In the bone display� a spherical
subvolume centered at the screw insertion point will
be clipped away from the bone 
�� The radius of the
sphere is equal to the length of the screw as selected by
the user� A pointer representing the insertion direction
has its tail �xed at the screw insertion point and the
head being able to move freely on the spherical clipping
boundary �Fig� ��a��� At the same time� the region
corresponding to where the pointer points to on the
feasibility map will be highlighted �Fig� ��b���

Figure �� Feasible Path Indication� �a� Bone display�
�b� Feasibility map� The circled region in �b� corre�
sponds to the pointer head in �a��

Section ��� describes in details the techniques used

in generating the above mentioned map�

� Discussions

With the special requirements posed by our application�
i�e� visualization of �D BMD distribution� instead of
just resorting to individual feature described above� it is
sometimes necessary to apply special processing to the
data in order to produce satisfactory visualization� In
this section we shall discuss some of these cases arising
in our test� as well as our solutions�

��� Surface Removal

If the opacity of a voxel is made proportional to its
density value� the visualization of the bone will look
like a surface model� This is due to the existence of
a thin layer of high density voxels lying on the bone
surface� and this layer makes the bone surface highly
opaque� thus blocking the interior bone structures� To
reveal the internal bone structures� elimination of the
surface layer of the bone is mandatory� A preprocessing
step is therefore needed to identify the bone surface
voxels� which will then be treated di�erently from other
internal voxels�
Given the density range of bone structures� a voxel

will be classi�ed as bone surface voxel if it satis�es the
following criteria�

�� the voxel itself is of bone density value� and

�� at least one of the �� neighboring voxels does NOT
have bone density value�

Figure �� The �D analogy of bone surface �nding�
White and grey pixels represent soft tissue and bone�
respectively� The checked pixels are classi�ed as bound�
ary pixels� All of them are bone pixels and at least one
of the � neighboring pixels is a soft tissue pixel�

A �D analogy is shown in Figure �� The above crite�
ria is simple and easy to test� Also� the thickness of the



resulting surface can readily be adjusted by altering the
number of neighboring voxels being tested� After iden�
tifying the surface voxels� they can be treated di�er�
ently from the other voxels� The color can be changed
so as to make the surface distinguishable from the oth�
ers� The surface can also be made almost transparent
to provide a spatial hint for the relative positions of the
interior voxels within the volume�

Figure �� Surface removal� �a���c� show the sacrum
and the spine without removing the surface� �b���d�
show the two bones with a thin surface layer being re�
moved� using the same opacity and intensity transfer
function as in �a���c��

It is clearly shown in Figure ��a� and ��c� that with�
out surface removal� the interior bone structures cannot
be seen because these regions are blocked by the high
density bone surface layer� With the opacity and inten�
sity transfer function unchanged� removing the surface
layer assists in visualizing the interior tissues to some
extent� In Figure ��b� and ��d�� each vertebrae can be
identi�ed clearly and also the interior BMD distribu�
tion is clearly visualized�

Surgeons sometimes would also like to have a rough
idea on how thick the high density surface layer is� This
surface layer in general does not have uniform thickness
over the bone� The di�culty in extracting the surface
layer is that the inner boundary of the layer cannot be
simply identi�ed by a threshold value which di�erenti�
ates the hard and soft bone tissues� The inner boundary
of the surface layer depends not only on the threshold
value but also on the topology and location of the sur�
face region� Another interpretation of this is to consider
the threshold to vary among di�erent surface regions�
A convenient way to tackle this problem is to peel o� a
layer of � voxel thickness� layer by layer� Surgeons can
control the number of thin layers to be peeled o� until

a certain portion of the volume has been removed or a
targeted region can be seen�

��� Thresholding

In section ������ we discussed using the transfer function
editing feature to facilitate the determination of screw
positions� The idea is as follows� the density range is
divided into two regions by a threshold value as shown
in Figure �� This threshold is the lowest density value

Figure �� Setting up a threshold value on the his�
togram�

which will be considered �safe	 to insert the screw� By
applying di�erent transfer functions to the two regions�
the visualization can be much enhanced�
For instance� a low opacity value can be assigned

uniformly to regions with density values lower than the
threshold �Fig� ���� This will make such regions almost
transparent� The quali�ed region �i�e� region where it
is �safe	 to insert the screw into� can be highlighted by
raising the opacity of voxels with their density values
greater than the threshold�

Figure ��� Applying a low opacity to density values
below the threshold and high opacities to density values
above the threshold�



��� Insertion Path Feasibility Map

����� Map Generation

An insertion path can be considered as feasible if all
the BMD along the path are above a preset threshold�
To qualify each path originated from an insertion point�
we perform a perspective minimum intensity projection
�MIP� with the insertion point acting as the ray con�
verging point�
To achieve fast and responsive perspective MIP� we

make use of the OpenGL GL MIN EXT blending equation
to render the bone� We also rely on the stencil bu�er to
limit the e�ective rendering region to be the spherical
subvolume centered at the insertion point� The radius
of the sphere is de�ned to be the length of the selected
screw� This is mandatory for �ltering out voxels which
the screw cannot reach to prevent these voxels from
a�ecting the �nal result�
Before rendering each slicing polygon parallel to the

image plane� a clipping plane is set up at the same
position as the slicing polygon which clips against the
sphere centered at the insertion point� By setting up
the stencil bu�er appropriately� only voxels within the
intersection of the sphere and the clipping plane are
rendered� The blending e�ect will thus be along paths
orginated from the insertion point�
Figure �� shows the result of hardware accelerated

perspective MIP� The �nal images highly resemble that
of the relatively slow perspective MIP by ray�casting
while attaining real�time rendering�

Figure ��� �a� Ray�casted perspective MIP� �b� Hard�
ware accelerated perspective MIP�

����� Pores Removal

Although perpective MIP provides means to obtain in�
formation on insertion path feasibility� it is vulnerable
in situations where an unquali�ed voxel of low density
comes very close to the insertion point� The voxel will
a�ect more paths than when it is farther away �Fig ����
All paths passing through it will be claimed unquali�ed�
On the other hand� the de�nition of a feasible path may

as well be relieved to allow for the existence of small
pores along the path� Unquali�ed regions consisting of
voxels with density lower than the threshold may still
contain feasible paths if the regions are not signi�cantly
large�

Figure ��� Perspective MIP for a voxel �a� far away
from� �b� close to� the screw insertion point�

To address the above issues� the bone volume is pre�
processed to remove small pores with densities lower
than the preset threshold� A common image process�
ing technique called closing is applied to the volume
but in a �D manner� A �D �lter is set up whose di�
mension is half of the maximum allowed dimension of
an unquali�ed region� After the closing operation� low
density regions smaller than the maximum dimension
allowed will be �lled up�
The closing operation can be decomposed into two

stages� dilation followed by erosion� The dilation �l�
ter is applied to qualifed voxels and �ll up unqualifed
voxels within the �lter� In order to ensure the same re�
sult regardless of the sequence in applying the �lter� an
unquali�ed voxel will take the maximum density of its
surrounding quali�ed voxels� This can also eliminate
the in�uence of the voxel in the MIP process�
The algorithm for applying the dilation �lter is as

follows�

Let D be the dilation��ltered volume and V be the original volume�
Let V �i� denote the BMD of voxel i in V �
D � V

For each voxel i with V �i� � threshold

center a d� d� d �lter O at i� where d is
half the maximum dimension of unquali�ed region
For each voxel j in O

If V �j� � threshold and D�j� � V �i�
then D�j� � V �i�

Figure �� shows the perpective MIP of the orginal
volume and the result after applying the dilation �lter�
Small unquali�ed regions are �lled up� However� the
size of large unqualifed regions is also reduced�
As part of the the closing operation� the second step

is to apply the erosion �lter to moderate the result�
The erosion �lter is applied to unqualifed voxels and



Figure ��� �a� Original perspective MIP� �b� After dilation� �c� After erosion� The legend under each image shows
the color scale over the BMD range�

can enlarge unqualifed regions� Since small unqualifed
regions are �lled up by the dilation �lter� erosion has
no e�ect in these regions� The algorithm for applying
the erosion �lter is as follows�

Let E be the erosion��ltered volume and D be the dilated��ltered volume�
Let D�i� denote the BMD of voxel i in D�
E � D

For each voxel i with D�i� � threshold

center a d� d� d �lter O at D�i�� where d is
half the maximum dimension of unquali�ed region
For each voxel j in O

If E�j� � threshold and E�j� � D�i�
then E�j�� E�i��

Figure ���c� shows the result of applying the erosion
�lter� Note the recovery of the large unquali�ed region
�in dark� at the top of the image�

��� Histogram

In the process of assigning intensity and opacity to vox�
els� the histogram plays an important role� Two issues
about histogram operations� window setting and his�
togram equalization� will be discussed in this section�

����� Windowing

In section ���� we mentioned applying window setting
to �D CT images during the data preprocessing stage�
This step can in fact be performed at a later stage�
where the window setting will be applied directly to
the �D volume data� We choose not to do so because
we are only concerned about bone density values in this
application� so static window setting will be su�cient
for our purpose� Dynamic window settings will be desir�
able when an application needs to highlight structures
of di�erent density ranges�
Another advantage of applying the window setting

during the preprocessing stage is to reduce texture
memory consumption� In each CT slice� each pixel is

represented by � bytes� With preprocessed window set�
ting� we can convert the CT values inside the window to
��� intensity levels� using only � byte to represent each
voxel value� So the size of the resulting volume will be
reduced by half and a larger volume can be �tted into
the texture memory�

����� Histogram Equalization

Image enhancement is necessary in many applications
where image quality is the primary goal� We tried to
apply histogram equalization to the window de�ned on
the �D CT slices� Although the quality of the �nal
rendering has been enhanced� it is then relatively hard
to tell the di�erences in the densities based on color
separation shown on the color scale� That is because
histogram equalization does not result in a linear map�
ping from density values to voxel values� which are used
to determine the voxel intensities�

Besides� a non�linear color scale may also give a false
impression on how the densities are distributed over the
volume 
��� Two colors located at di�erent positions
of the color scale can convey the di�erence between the
values represented by the two colors� Ideally� if two
pairs of colors have the same di�erences� the perceived
di�erences provided by the two pairs of colors should be
the same� If this cannot be achieved� the user will have
di�culty in interpreting di�erences in the density val�
ues by directly comparing the color di�erences� and will
need to frequently refer to the color scale� A color scale
can be linearized such that the perceived di�erences be�
tween consecutive colors are as uniform as possible� For
applications where density distribution visualization is
of higher priority than image quality� a combination of
linear mapping from density values to voxel values and
a linearized color scale is recommended�



� Conclusions

We have presented a visualization system to assist sur�
geons to analyze bone mineral density distribution for
planning screw insertion� It has been observed that
the special requirements raised by this application can�
not be ful�lled by common features available in most
general�purpose visualization toolkits� Hence� we need
to develop a new volume�based visualization system en�
hanced with a number of tailor�made functions for our
particular application�
On�going research includes simulations of screw in�

sertion process which provide a pre�operation evalua�
tion of bone structures after implant� This involves
fast interaction of two volumes� each for the bone and
the screw�
We also plan to test visual enhancements by applying

stereoscopic display to visualize a CT volume� Hope�
fully� this can reveal more depth information and pro�
vide extra spatial hints on how the densities are dis�
tributed�
Haptics feedback is one of the planned development�

When this function is incorporated� surgeons will have
more opportunities to practise surgical techniques prior
to actual operations�
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